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Abstract: This article studies the modeling of consumer behavior  in  selecting  high-technology  products.
Sales regulation and sales promotion of high-technology products are analyzed in the research. Methodological
bases are developed for constructing models of consumer behavior in selecting high-technology products.
These foundations are based on a layered model by G.M. Rossinskaya, which is a system of consumer relations.
Models of consumer behavior in selecting high-technology products were classified and organized into four
groups which are simulation, experimental, economical and psychological. Consumer typology of susceptibility
level to high-technology products has been developed. This paper presents a model of sales volume regulation
and promotion of high-technology products sales for various market segments by various criteria such as
efficiency, compatibility, reliability, value for IT-products.
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INTRODUCTION comprehensive knowledge about the process of purchase

 The emergence of new  companies  in  the  market being, multifaceted and there is no clear answer on how to
who  play  by  the  rules  use completely new strategies attract a buyer. However, science is moving forward and
and  techniques.  Using  various   innovative offers new methods to influence on the buyer opening
technologies,   these    companies   produce  products regularities between human exposure and its coupling
with appealing new consumer properties. It is necessary reaction with which any action.
for businesses to search for new ways of protection,  A well-crafted strategy of introducing a new product
which will provide flexibility and stability of their to the buyer plays a crucial role in fixating the product in
business  in  the  future. The success of an innovative the consumer’s mind and forming a positive pattern and
product will depend mainly on its new qualities which desire to buy. This is the main task of the manufacturer
should be superior and stable. It is very important to and the seller.
understand the needs of the consumer in order to display
all advantages of new product, to be heard and successful Technique: The modeling of consumer behavior is a
on the market. It is necessary to interpret how prospective logical construction focused on consumer satisfaction.
clients will react to a new product, what they expect from The main function of model is explanatory because it
it, what is important for them and how to attract new consists of processes and occurrences which are in a
customers. cause-and-effect relation. In modeling consumer behavior,

Nowadays    the market    is    very    saturated. analysis includes elements of human behavior being
New products are consistently being introduced to the connected to consumer behavior. As a result, the market
market and preferences of consumers are shifting at an modeled  human  behavior  as  a  consumer of certain
alarming rate. Marketing experts need to have a high-technology products.

and the motives of the buyer. Man is a very complex
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Fig. 1: Models of consumer behavior in choosing high-tech products classification.

Classical models of consumer behavior do exist. In behavior. The subject of the elementary level of consumer
one of them, which was developed by American experts attitudes is an individual with specific needs, values and
D. Hokins, R. Best, K. Koni, they are considered as attitudes. Subject of the second level (micro level) serves
starting point of consumer behavior on its maintenance the household with "resultant" needs for their members.
and improvement aimed purchase [1]. On the third (meso) and fourth (macro) level functions

Today, the phenomenological model of consumer "aggregate consumer" of the region and country
behavior, created in 1960s by R. Blackwell, P Miniardom, (respectively). The basic subject of consumer behavior, in
J Angel and other scientists, has big practical scientific which factors are manifested at all levels, is, in her
significance. The model consists of blocks, which opinion, the family household [5].
characterize the consumer’s sequence of actions from Four model groups of consumer behavior are
needs recognition to reaction on the purchase, the actions classified and systematized based on these studies
of environmental factors and individual differences of (Figure 1).
consumers [2].

The model by Henry Asselya describes the behavior This Picture Introduces Experimental, Economic,
by cooperation of interpretation and integration as basic Physiological and Simulation Models: Simulation models
cognitive processes. The attitude, intentions, decisions, of behavior subdivide on two groups: physical models,
character and orientation of behavior are formed based on where the object can be represented in a reduced or
the past experience, knowledge and beliefs of consumer increased rate and analog models, similar to the object
[3]. under study. This model does not reveal mechanism of

Marketing activity uses a basic model of consumer the human mind, but it indicates the presence of consumer
behavior created by F. Kotler. It is based on behavior characteristics and process of decision making.
principle - stimulus-response and consists of three main Experimental models of behavior consist of one-factor
units: the driving factors of marketing and other stimuli, and multiple-factor models. One-factor model can
"black box" of the consumer consciousness, his determine a consumer by only one factor, for example, by
responses [4]. product value (“economical person” model) or by product

A multilevel  system  of  consumer  relations  by G.M. quality (“Sustainable person” model), or by special
Rossinskaya has methodological significance for the properties (“problem person” model). Multiple-factor
modelling of consumer behavior under choice of high- model includes description of consumer behavior in terms
technology products, which is implemented in consumer of several factors derived during experimental study.
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Economic models of behavior include following advertising has complete meaning, brand “Marlboro”
subgroups: is clearly emphasized. Image of cowboy is due to

Economic and mathematical model is a description of Behavior model is developed under behavioral
consumer behavior in order to obtain a correlation of science. Supporters of behaviorism deny
consumer behavior characteristics and influencing consciousness and believe that human and animal
factors. Most often, this model is used to determine behavior has correlative common facts based on
the volume of sales dependence on marketing biological similarity.
expenditure, primarily, on advertisement. For example, Economical and psychological model is developed
the model by Little, Videyl and Wolf determines a based on theory of economical psychology.
sales growth dependence on advertisement Economists believe that people always analyze
expenditure [6], regression model shows dependence options demonstrating rationality and self-interest.
of high-technology product volume of sales (V o) Psychologists consider that rational acts is only one
on consumer revenue (X1) and product cost – of the variants of consumer behavior in the process
substitute (X2): V o = - 209,3+0,188*X1+259,9*X2; of product choice which can be made in conditions of
dependence of volume of fast food with sodium emotional state, associations, imagination, feelings,
glutamate sales in California on average temperature customs etc [7].
of environment (T):V= 1,0287+0,00007*T+172,4*D,
where D is a coefficient which can be equal to 1 if In such a manner, economical phycology study
first day of months is Monday, Thursday or Friday, principals of rational, irrational and irrational human
or 0 if it is any other weekday. behavior in the system of economic relations.
Social and economic model describes consumer
behavior with due regard to divisions on social The socio-psychological model is based on
stratums and revenue income levels principals of social psychology. This model is based
Organizational and economic model characterizes on a study of various lifestyles across society.
behavior of people in groups and their roles, for
example, roles of family members in the process of There are many techniques for studying values which
shopping or employees of purchase department in can be adapted for the purposes of marketing in
buying organization. psychology. The most optimal method is a usage of

Psychological models of behavior consist of behavior research and receiving the maximum amount of
following subgroups: information [8]. Experience in conducting these studies

Cognitive model describes consumer behavior as a based on research goals, the specifics of potential
rational and considered acting. Advocates of consumers and features a team of researchers [9].
cognitive phycology believe that correct and full
knowledge about product is a motivation to product Main Part: The purpose of the study is to define the most
purchase. significant values which focus on potential consumers of
The Gestalt model, developed on the basis of Gestalt high-technology products and which are used in its
psychology. This model gives possibilities to product policy makers, allowing select target segments
develop more effective advertisement copies, and  develop  recommendations  for the promotion of
organize merchandizing and produce marketing high-tech products to market.
events  connected   with   information  perception. In the result of study there was chosen in-depth
For example: Marlboro advertising with the interview by laddering method as a main method and as a
photograph of a cowboy with a cigarette. The picture secondary method there was questionnaire survey
is  perceived  as  the personification of courage. conducted, among others, self-report questionnaire in the
There is no slogan or phrase, only the word use of google forms and https://ru.surveymonkey.com
“Marlboro” highlighted in red (Author of advertising resources among consumers and producers of high-
is Leo Burnett). Gestalt phycology considers this technology   products.    Total    number   of   respondents

appeal an attention of consumers.

cognitive instruments in the process of consumer

points to the need for some adaptation of the techniques
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Fig. 2: Typology of high-technology product
consumers by perceptivity to innovations 

amounts to 400 people, academic science in the face of
scientific and technical development of products, staff
technology parks and business incubators, developing
business plans for these high-tech products, as well as
producers and consumers of these products in the face of
listeners Presidential Program Management Training
Academy of National Economy, what provides
representativeness of sample and justification of received
results.

During the research process respondents mentioned
such values as satisfaction, inner harmony, beauty,
safety, happiness, family well-fare, comfort and a sense of
success.

It is necessary to study a composition of consumers
in details in the process  of  developing  a  new  product.
If physical qualities of a product can be easily  tested, it
is much more difficult to estimate its emotional value. In
this case, tradition and fashion play important role.

Every company ought to find its own unique method
of balancing between standards and innovations,
between balance and contradiction aiding development
[10].

The future of marketing is to possess an extensive
database of customer data that will allow the individual to
properly formulate proposals. Studies have found a
typology of consumers in terms of susceptibility
innovative high-tech products (Figure 2).

Among respondents 2.5% innovators tend to boldly
take risks, trying out different innovations, 13.5% early
adopters - the perception of innovation leaders, albeit
with caution, 34% - early majority, adopt innovations with
prudence ¬ sequences but rarely leaders; 34% - most
belated perceive innovation after it tested the majority ¬
stvom consumers, as well as a 16% lagging - or not at all
perceive innovation or perceive after innovation is
becoming a tradition.Following classification of high-
technology product consumers by perceptivity to
innovations:

Also it is possible  to  divide  high-technology
product consumers by susceptibility of innovations
relatively in three groups according to the results of
research. The first most appealing group is profitable
clients  to   whom   they   devote   the   most  attention.
The  second   group   consists   of  prospective
consumers  to  whom  attention  and  work should be
long-term. The third group is capricious clients with whom
it is necessary to be helpful and attentive. There is the
fourth group who are the so-called unreliable consumers.
Work with them is not profitable. Any profit is
insignificant and does not compensate for the harm
caused by their presence.

Attitude to consumers has a big significance. It is
necessary to know the needs of consumers and meet their
expectations satisfying their needs, including emotional
needs. Physical qualities of product as well as reputation
of company are equally important for consumer.
Consumer  in  particular,  influence  on  perception of
high-technology products, demands and profits of
innovative companies [11].

Statistics shows that from 40% to 70% of innovative
companies collapse in the process of planning volume of
sales and introducing high-technology products on the
market. In accordance with the research of high-tech
products manufacturers Russian innovative companies
found that 17% of failures due to technical reasons, 48%
lack of marketing, including: lack of support for the
derivation of the market - 13%, lack of market analysis -
10%, lack of marketing activities - 7%; product failure -
5%. In such a manner companies should learn to
transform their high-technology products  into  brands
and  develop   effective   methodology  of  volume of
sales regulation including demands and perception of
high-technology products by consumers.

The analysis of research data gives you the
possibility to emphasize consumer  behavior  in  the
market and its perception of high-technology products.
The analysis demonstrates that products, their price,
packing of goods and delivery are stimulus, in other
words, they are physical and intangible instruments of
marketing impact. But perception depends not only on
physical marketing instruments, how the study shows,
but  on  emotional  perception  as  well, which is
connected with characteristics of individual (expectations,
motives, knowledge based on background experience).
The combination of these two stimuli lead to
understanding that the consumer has his own individual
image of product perception [12].
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Table 1: Correlation of alternatives and selection criteria of high-technology
products

Criteria
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Alternatives Q Q … Q1 2 m

A X X … X1 11 12 1m

A X X … X2 21 22 2m

. . . . .

. . . . .
A X X … Xn n1 n2 nm

On the first hand, a high-technology product is
perceived by consumers as a product which can
completely or fractionally change  his  habitual  way of
life. Secondly, a high-technology product is perceived
step-by-step  in  accordance with psychological, social
and economic consumer picture of various market
segments.

In the third place, there is the promotion of high-tech
goods cognitive gap between producer and consumer,
which contributes to the negative perception of the
product. Thus, the problem arises in providing combined
benefits of high-tech goods, so that not only target
consumers reacted positively to it, but were willing to pay
top price for its purchase.

To solve this problem, a model of the regulation of
sales volume and sales promotion for different market
segments according to different criteria. A selection
criterion is generally a formalized procedure. A regulatory
process represented in the form of an open system.

Supposing that planning of product volume for each
segment can be chosen from n of alternatives A , A , …,1 2

A . Each of these alternatives is a determined number ofn

values of a certain criteria Q , Q , …, Q , so this situation1 2 m

can be represented as a following matrix (Table 1).
The matrix element Xij is a value of criteria Qj in case

of choice of alternative Ai. As a result every alternative is
described by m-dimensional vector: A  = (X , X , …, X ).i i1 i2 im

The problem is to choose such alternative from
prescribed summation for which some generalized
criterion could have optimal/the best (for example the
largest) value. Generalized criterion Q can be prescribed as

where P is a relative weight of criterion Q u(x ) relativej j ij

weight of specific value x of criterion Q in alternative A .ij j i

Determination of values p (x ) is an unformalizedi ij

procedure in the general case and usually realized by Delfi
method.

Besides value estimation must be done for several
and even all alternatives to average result and get more
convincing results.

Estimation of values u(x ) which are called as utilityij

values of value x  is complexity process. For differentij

criteria values x  have various dimensions. The same timeij

values x  must have the general unit of measurement inij

the process of determination/definition of general criteria
Q of utility value u(x ). It would be possible to put inij

practice if the relations between x  and u(x ) are known.ij ij

However, such relations are usually unknown in advance
and can be defined by Delfi methods or fuzzy analyses.

This model was tested in determining volumes of
sales of four high-tech products for various market
segments. Thus, there are four alternatives and, given the
characteristics (requirements) segments defined needs of
each segment in the products offered. Each alternative
(items) characterized by a set of different criteria [13].

CONCLUSIONS

This study developed modeling of consumer
behavior in selection of high-technology products
introduced to the market by innovative society.
Methodological bases of consumer behavior modeling in
selection of high-technology products were based on a
multilevel model of consumer attitudes system by G.M.
Rossinskaya. Models of consumer behavior in selection
of high-technology products were classified and
systematized in four groups: experimental, economic,
psychological and simulation groups. Classification of
high-technology product consumers by perceptivity to
innovation was developed. Model of volumes of sales
regulation and stimulation of high-technology products
sales for different market segments by various criteria, for
example, effectiveness, reliability, compatibility, cost of
IT-products.

There is following distribution segments in the
developed model with results of mathematical calculations
taking into account demands of consumers on criteria of
high-technology product perception.

Given that the level of novelty products is low, high
commodity knowledge is the most promising segment of
the pragmatists. Thus, the chosen model can be used in
the regulation of sales of high-tech products for different
market segments, taking into account the perception of
the consumers of these goods.
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